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Guide: This provides you with a story connected to lessons, media and activities. While reading 

the story symbols indicate where you can stop to supplement the story with imagery, lessons or 

activities. The resources are referenced according to the legend and can be found at the end of 

the story. A clean version (no symbols) with just the story is available for students. 

 

Level 1: Character sheets may be used to start sessions and before reading the story with 

participants, or they may be used at the connection points indicated in the story. 

 

Level 3: An excellent parallel and set of resources are at http://www.asteroidmission.org/ which 

is the OSIRIS-REX mission of NASA.  The kids in the story below are seeking something, what is 

OSIRIS seeking? They also have to build things to achieve the mission. An L3 guide and OSIRIS is 

available for reference separately. 
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Connector Story:    

The Gami Chamber 

“Euclid has to be the weirdest name I’ve ever heard.” (1) This was said by a girl that 

always kept the left side of her face covered by her hair. She ran her hand through her 

hair on the right side. Her dark red curls bounced around her fingers. 

 

“Yeah, well,” said Euclid, “that hair has to be the weirdest hair I’ve ever seen.”  

 

The three kids laughed as they walked down a long dark tunnel. The laughter helped 

comfort them. In a tunnel this dark, this wet, and this quiet, it was easy to get frightened. 

They wouldn’t admit they were scared but they were. Euclid led the group slowly down the 

tunnel. Tall, thin, and flexible, in the sun his silver colored hair nearly matched his silky grey 

pants. In the dark, his grey hair looked black like the walls around them. He wore his torn 

red shirt, the same one he always wears (12). His grandma Resu can’t understand why 

http://www.asteroidmission.org/


he chooses to wear the same shirt when she 

gives him so many others (12). But back 

at the palace, he spends his time restricted 

to the kitchen. He works with kids that only 

have one shirt. To him, if they couldn’t have 

more then he wouldn’t either.  

 

 “My hair is a masterpiece,” said Sufi (3 

34). “Try finding something else like 

it. You can’t.” Sufi’s hair wasn’t all that 

strange but it did have a lot of white 

streaks. She’s had them from birth, all of 

them on her left side. She has a dark 

birthmark on her face, also on the left 

side. The birthmark looks like a pair of 

dark red bird wings. A tip of one wing touches the side of her eye and the other stretches 

to the bottom of her ear. Even though people tell her she’s pretty, she always keeps her 

hair long and down on the left to block her birthmark. 

 

“Can we just get to the end of this tunnel? What’s even down there?” asked Iso. “My legs 

are short, you know, and I can’t walk as fast as you all.” (5) 

 

“I’m counting on that in case we run into anyone or anything,” smiled Sufi. “I need someone 

that I can run past so they don’t get me.” She smiled at Iso. He didn’t smile back.  

 

Euclid tried to change the subject. “Look, my grandma gave this map to me. I could tell by 

her smile it was something special.”(1) He winked at Iso, encouragingly. Iso responded 

quickly, “Well, not everyone can be so lucky to have long legs, or be related to a hero...” 

 

Sufi interrupted with a high pitched voice, “Some believe Resu is a hero but there are a lot 

of people that blame her for The Desolation. I mean, I see her as a hero. But there are 

people who think she, and everyone in her family,” she looked at Euclid, “are villains. It’s 

hard to say how much luck he has.” 

 

“Either way,” Euclid hoped to change the subject again but didn’t know what to say. He 

stopped and looked down at the map, “We are in the chamber now. That prism lock to 

get in here was amazing. I can’t believe we got past it! There has to be something even 

more amazing down here. Why have such a strong lock otherwise?” (2) 

 



The darkness of the tunnel grew as they walked. They stopped talking and switched 

between being excited and being afraid of what might be in the chamber. The kids were 

alone in a new dark place. It was a long way to the entrance they found and they had no 

idea how far it would be to the chamber. It was just a matter of walking and walking. 

Even when brave it’s a little scary. In fact, bravery is moving forward when scared. Euclid 

kept reassuring them that they were doing just that, moving forward. The tunnel began to 

turn left and right, narrow and then wide, and back to narrow. With every change in the 

tunnel, the light changed also. Their eyes had to adjust over and over again. Sometimes 

they could see each other’s face and sometimes they were just a dark outline against the 

darker wall. The kids only talked in whispers. They didn’t want anyone, or anything, to 

hear them.  

 

A key shaped opening appeared at the end of the tunnel. The light streamed through it 

with hues of orange and dark yellow. Euclid approached first. He waved to the others to 

stay back. They didn’t move as he approached the light. He poked his head through a 

curve in the opening. There was a large chamber, square around the perimeter and round 

in the ceiling. Euclid motioned to his friends. Sufi had to nudge Iso forward. “What’s…” Iso 

looked over Euclid’s shoulder, scratching his head. “What’s in there?” He tried to say it 

lightly but every word bounced around the large room like the growl of a bear in a cave. 

(6) 

 
 

Euclid frowned at the noise though there was nothing in the chamber but an old table. It 

sat alone with some boxes on top of it. As he walked in, his footstep’s echoes marked his 



progress. Next to the table, “Let’s see,” Euclid said as he picked up a bin. “There’s a 

match, some metal balls and metal rods. A lot of them, actually.” The bin was divided into 

two segments and everything in it had a faint glow. They seemed to have their own light. 

 

Sufi’s reached out of her brown robes and grabbed a rod. “It’s such a strange material. 

I’ve never seen anything like it.” She stared as the grey of the rod seemed to dance in 

lighter and darker shades. It was like something that was alive or moved like smoke but it 

was just an object. She turned and looked at the old bottle on the table. It had a clear 

liquid in it. The bottle was balanced on a holder. “E-K-A-S,” she read the bottle. “What’s 

that supposed to mean?” She pulled the cork out of the bottle top. “Agh, the smell burns 

my nose! That does not smell good.” The word “not” echoed around the room as she put 

the bottle back down. The sound of the bottle off the table chased the echo of her words. 

 

Iso, as short as he is, rest his arms on the table by reaching straight out. He didn’t have to 

reach up or lower his arms. He watched as Sufi put the cork back in the bottle. As she did, 

a note fell like a feather from the ceiling. It swayed to the left and to the right. It fell with 

no urgency, which was needed so the kids could see it coming. 

 

“Guys,” said Iso as he stared up at the paper. “Guys!” 

 

“I’m a girl, Iso. A girl,” said Sufi. 

 

“Fine, girl! Look up!” Iso pointed. 

 

Sufi jumped up in the air. Her red hair 

flew in her face. Her robes streamed 

down, snagging on the table. She 

grabbed the paper out of the air and 

opened it, reading out loud, (7) “So 

many people are shut up tight inside 

themselves like boxes, yet they would open up, unfolding quite wonderfully, if only you 

were interested in them.” 

 

“Uh OK,” Iso rubbed his chin as he stared at the note. “Whatever that means...” 

 

Sufi held the note, taking a deep breath. “We need to take notice of the box of metal 

parts. The note is giving us a hint. Those things on the table may not seem like much but 

they are. Just like people, you see. The note is telling us that sometimes things that we may 

not notice might open up to us if we pay attention.” Iso took a few rods and metal balls 



out of the bin. His hands wobbling uncertainly. They didn’t seem like much to him. He 

scratched his forehead above his left eye. He’s scratched himself so often that he’s created 

a small bald spot. He does it without even noticing it. “Sure,” said Iso as put the items back 

in the boxes. He walked away from the table. “You guys play with sticks. I’m going to find 

the secret passage.” He walked over to the nearest wall, placing his ear on it. “Where are 

you, secret passage? Speak to me.” He backed his head off and walked the chamber. He 

was pushing on the wall with his right hand as he moved. (3) 

 

Euclid ignored Iso. He’d taken a rod and placed a ball at the end. The ball immediately 

stuck to the rod. “Whoa,” Sufi looked over. He connected another ball to the other end of 

the rod and the same thing happened. The ball snapped onto the rod. “Huh.”  

Sufi was staring at the ceiling. The dome had other secrets to give. There was a pattern of 

dots on it. Two of the dots had lit up. Sufi poked Euclid and said “Make another rod with 

two dots at the end.” Euclid created another rod as he had done before. Two more dots 

on the ceiling lit up. “You’re doing something to the ceiling, look.” Sufi pointed upward. 

They both saw the pattern. (6) 

 
Euclid and Sufi built two more rods with balls on the ends. All of the lights lit orange. 

“So,” said Sufi. “What’s going on? I mean, what now?” The kids sat on the floor with their 

bin of rods and balls. This time it was Iso that ignored them. He continued to walk around 

the chamber, except now he was saying things like “Abra-cadabra”, “Open sesame” and 

“Secret, secret door you see, show yourself now or make me flee.” 

 

Sufi rolled her eyes and took out a couple of rods. Two rods sat in her lap, already 

connected to spheres on each end. She wedged another rod on an end of the sphere 

forming an “L” shape. Nothing happened. She made another L and connected the two to 

make the perimeter of a square. “Ahh!”she startled. The space where air had been in the 



center of the square was now a glowing surface. The perimeter had filled itself with 

something that looked like a glowing film. “What did you do?” asked Euclid. He reached 

his finger out, unsure whether to poke the glowing surface. He decided not to try it. 

 

“Just made a connection between four rods so that it has the perimeter of a square. But 

now it’s a surface and not just a perimeter,” she answered. The kids were quick to build 

the perimeter of another square and saw it light up into a surface also. Euclid’s eyes grew 

wide, as wide as his smile. He turned to Sufi. “A cube… We’re supposed to build a cube! 

This is one side, like a face of a cube. You have another side. We need… four more 

faces, right? I mean, six faces together make a cube.” The kids went to work building a 

cube and as soon as the last piece was in place they heard a whoosh. (2) 

 

Iso yelled. A rectangular platform burst out of a wall at floor level. The wall piece that 

jumped out at him swept him off his feet. The platform was only about one foot tall and 

looked like a single rectangular step. Iso sat on the ground stunned. He opened his eyes to 

see the black face of the step. It had an etching that read “(±1, ±1, ±1)” but he didn’t 

say a word about it. (4) “Did you see that?” Iso was pointing at the step, “I did 

something with one of the magic phrases!” He stood quickly smiling at them.  

 

Sufi stared at Euclid in disbelief. “Are you kidding me right now?” Euclid just smiled and 

looked up at the ceiling, “look, look, look - the pattern on the ceiling has changed!” Sufi 

grabbed the cube that she and Euclid had put together. “We’re supposed to build 

something else.” She took one of the faces off the cube. A goosh sound rattled the walls. It 

felt like a small earthquake, shaking the chamber. Iso yelled again, falling once more. A 

large hole opened up near the step. Iso’s left foot lay over the edge with nothing but a 

deep blackness below.  

 

“What is going on?” Iso said, too afraid to move. He rotated his eyes toward Sufi and 

Euclid. “Should I get up? Can you help me? What do I do? Don’t touch anything, OK? 

Should I..” 

 

“Sorry, sorry,” Sufi quickly put the cube back together. “OK, do not take anything apart 

that we put together.” She wiped her hands on her robes. They weren’t dirty but they felt 

like after she almost hurt Iso. She looked over at him. Iso took a breath and stood. He 

looked down at the edge of the hole in the floor. “Can I move? What if another hole 

appears?” A sound came from the hole. The kids froze. Iso’s eyes were large and his face 

worried. A noise interrupted his breath. A frog came leaping out from beneath the step. 

Iso still didn’t move. “It’s a trap,” he said. 

 



“Ahh, just a frog. Wait, why is there a frog?” Euclid asked. “Too bad the next shape isn’t a 

frog,” Sufi said. (3)  She picked up the cube. “Huh, the hole didn’t go away even though 

I put it back together. I could try building another cube to see if the hole goes away? Or 

we could try to figure out if there’s another shape?” Sufi grabbed a new rod. Euclid also 

grabbed a rod and spoke specifically to Sufi, “I think we should just build the new shape 

and stay far away from that hole.” He looked up at Iso. “Get over here, Iso. Stay close.”  

 

Iso moved with the lightest of footsteps. He tested each brick in the floor with the tips of 

his toes. “Floor, floor, say no more. I walk light and talk right..” he was chanting until Sufi 

interrupted, “Lightly. You walk lightly and talk lightly, not light. Doesn’t make sense.” 

 

“OK sure,” Iso looked up from the floor at Sufi. “You create a hole that almost swallows 

me but my grammar is the problem!” Sufi grinned, “Yeah. Sorry about that,” she said. 

“You never know. The next clue could be about adverbs.” She looked back up at the 

pattern on the ceiling. Euclid handed a rod to Sufi, “We should all stick close together. This 

pattern looks like a cube though the top is a little funny.”  

 

Sufi and Euclid worked on another cube made from the rods and spheres. They were 

almost finished with another cube. As Euclid placed the last rod, the final face of the cube 

snapped into place. The earthquake returned. The floor and walls shook. This time Iso 

didn’t yell, just closed his eyes. He squeezed them as tight as he could and opened them 

only after the shaking stopped. The chamber entrance that had looked so much like a key 

was closed. Being trapped wasn’t the only consequence. Another hole appeared on the 

far side of the table. Their mistake had gone from one to two. (4) 

 

“What? What is the problem?” Sufi asked, though it wasn’t a question to any one person. 

“Huh, well,” Euclid put his hand on Sufi’s hand. “We’re stuck now. I mean, we can’t leave or 

anything.” He took a deep breath. “Let’s just stay calm. Observe what’s going on, think 

about what to do, and compare it to what we’ve experienced so far.” Euclid and Sufi 

stared up at the ceiling again. The dot pattern on the ceiling didn’t match the pattern they 

had before. “Now, look,” Sufi pointed upward. “The top portion doesn’t have a solid 

across its face.” Sufi rotated the new cube, “Maybe, it’s just a box. I mean, not a cube 

because it doesn’t have a face or surface on every side. One is open.” (4) 

 

Iso scratched the bald spot on his head. “So, what are we supposed to do? Nothing 

happened and you already built it.” Iso picked up the bottle of fluid and placed it back 

on the holder. Two light beams appeared, one from the wall and the other from the 

ceiling. One light went onto the box that was built by Euclid and Sufi. The other light 

shown on the bottle of liquid that Iso had just grabbed. “What is going on?” Euclid asked 



as he put his arm around Sufi. They both took a deep breath. They were trying to keep 

their fear contained. Iso scratched his bare head. He looked over at his friends, saying 

“There are lights now. New ones. They are trying to hint at something. But what? Maybe 

we’re supposed to drink the liquid or something?”  

 

“I smelt it and I am not drinking it. Besides that bottle looks dirty,” sighed Sufi. 

 

“Well, I don’t know. I mean, the light is shining on the bottle,” agreed Euclid. “Maybe Iso 

has a point?” Sufi brushed the hair from her face. “Yeah, the light is also shining on the 

box we built so maybe the box wants a drink?” She said this jokingly but Euclid’s eyes 

rose. “Maybe,” said Euclid as he grabbed the bottle off the holder. The light shining from 

the wall went out and the bottle grew dim. Euclid pulled the cork and held it up to his 

face. Before Sufi could stop him from drinking it, he poured some into the box they had 

made with rods and balled ends. The other light from the ceiling shut off and a woosh 

sound bounced around the chamber. No earthquake, this time, though the kids had to 

adjust their eyes. They saw another step had appeared. The first step had pushed further 

out. The second was now above the first but not as far out. They had a staircase, just two 

steps but definitely a staircase. “Yes!” Sufi was excited and stared up at the ceiling for 

another pattern. “There’s nothing there,” she said sadly. “What’s going on? Why not 

another pattern? What are we supposed to do with two lousy steps?” 

 

Iso looked down noticing the frog near his foot. Reaching for the frog, another came 

hopping out of the hole near the steps. This frog was a huge bullfrog. As it jumped 

another note fell from the ceiling. This one went unnoticed as all eyes were on the frogs. It 

fluttered down like a butterfly. Iso smiled at the frogs. Sufi frowned. Euclid sighed. The 

note continued falling until it landed lightly on Iso’s head. The page folding down and 

touching the top of his left ear. “Huh?” Sufi turned to see the page fall off Iso’s head. She 

snatched it from his shoulder. “Another hint, I guess,” she said. Sufi flipped the note over, 

reading “There is water in my eyes, fire in my heart. Do you want a drink or a spark?” 

(7)  

 

“Umm, OK,” Iso rubbed his head. “Why 

does everything have to be a puzzle? 

I’m tired of the struggle.”  

 

“More like a riddle,” said Euclid as he 

held the note, “though I suppose a 

riddle is a type of puzzle. Sometimes 

we just have to persevere. It isn’t 



always fun and easy but that is how we can get somewhere cool,” Euclid patted Iso on the 

back. “Somewhere that other people haven’t been. Think about that lock we figured out 

with the lights and all that just to get in here. We just have to keep trying.”(2) Iso 

perked up a little, throwing out another idea. “I think maybe we are supposed to drink the 

stuff we poured in our box.” 

 

“It also says spark” Sufi reached over to the single match that was on the table. “Do you 

want a drink or a spark?” Iso climbed up on the table. “If we get this wrong and another 

hole appears, I want to be safe.” 

 

“What if the hole is under the table?” laughed Euclid. Iso frowned at him and stared over 

the edge of the table at the floor. His eyes scanning the bricks as though they were going 

to open up at any moment. “I changed my mind. I say we want a spark and we light the 

liquid in the box. What do you think? Drinking it sounds dangerous.” 

 

Euclid smiled again, saying “Creating a spark sounds dangerous! What if it blows up or 

something?” Iso waved his hands at them, “I’m not lighting it or drinking it.” Euclid took the 

match from Sufi. “I will do it. You two move over to the covered tunnel entrance. See if you 

can stay safe.” Euclid waited for his friends to make it to where the door used to be. He 

turned back and stared at the fluid in the box. He whispered to himself “be brave, be 

smart” and then struck the match on the table.  

 

The match lit on the first strike. Euclid took two of the rods like chopsticks. He held the 

match with the sticks and dropped it into the box. He stood back, one open and one eye 

closed. The fluid immediately caught fire and burned with a light blue flame. It was a 

small and consistent flame that glimmered white and blue like a star. As it burned, the 

shaking began, light but rumbling. Soft compared to the earthquake earlier. A step rose 

from the wall, followed by another. They now had four steps. 

 

The kids walked back to the table, smiling at Euclid. Iso reached out a hand to Euclid, 

“Nice work.” The kids looked up at the ceiling, no patterns. The kids looked for lights to 

come out of the walls, no lights. They looked up, no notes. They sat on the floor and stared 

at bins. There were plenty of rods and balls for connectors. The kids waited for something, 

anything to happen. They waited some more. “What are we supposed to do? No clues, no 

anything,” said Sufi. “I know we should persevere. I am strong and willing to try but there 

are no clues.” She blew air from the side of her mouth. It tossed her hair up and it bounced 

back down on her cheek. The kids continued to sit. Euclid lay down on the floor. He stared 

at the ceiling. Iso stood up and began to chase the frogs. “Help me catch one, Sufi!” 

 



Sufi sat with her legs crossed, staring at the rods and connectors. Iso continued to chase 

frogs as Euclid suggested ideas to Sufi. They debated about building random shapes 

though they feared another hole would open in the floor. Iso had no interest in their 

talking and went for the bullfrog. They had no interest in Iso or the frogs. The toad jumped 

up onto the stairs and went from one to another to the very top. Iso smiled and whispered 

“got you now” as he opened his hands. The frog was stuck against the wall. Iso reached 

forward then stopped just short of picking up the frog. “Whoa. Guys, guys!” he yelled. 

 

“I’m a girl, Iso, A girl,” said Sufi.  

 

“Yeah, yeah, whatever. Look at this symbol 

on the wall!” said Iso as he ran his hand 

over the wall. (8) The kids jumped up 

from the floor. They joined him and found 

the wall had an etching done in grey and 

black. “That’s it! That’s it! That is what we 

are supposed to build,” said Euclid. (5)  

He turned to ask Sufi what she thought. She 

was already at the table. Euclid described 

the pattern to her and she began creating 

it. She would show him a piece, he would 

confirm it was correct and then she would 

build the next segment. “There we go,” she 

said as she connected the last piece. “Now, 

what?” asked Iso, “Nothing has 

happened?” 

 

“There is no more liquid in the bottle, just a drop.” Euclid picked up the bottle, “and it 

wouldn’t hold any fluid anyway. It’s flat. It reminds me of a flower or maybe a windmill.” 

Sufi walked the new piece over to the wall. “I wonder if I built it a little wrong or 

something. The pattern looks similar,” she said as she placed the piece onto the wall to see 

if it matches. As she touched the piece to the wall, it stuck. Sufi let go of the piece and 

watched it stay. It held right where the pattern was on the wall. “Oh man, something is 

happening,” she said. The piece began to spin. At first, it was slow then it became faster 

and then spun steadily. As it did so the wall began to open. A circular passage appeared 

at the top of the short stairs. (296) 

 

“There we go! Persevere and good things happen. Let’s go!” smiled Euclid as he ran to the 

stairs and into a dark corridor. The hallway was narrow and dark. The floor was damp, 



even a little slippery. The kids had to walk and not run so that they didn’t fall. Iso was in 

the back. He said it was to make sure no one snuck up on them from behind. Considering 

there was no entrance to the chamber any more, they all knew that it was so he could run 

back to the chamber, if necessary. Sufi walked slowly, pinning her hair back so it’s not in 

her face. All three felt this was the end of the journey and they were excited to see what 

they would find. They reached a tall staircase that was built piece by piece.  The pieces 

fit together and looked clever, like you could build anything out of them. They 

interconnected, grey, black, grey, black, all the way up. It was so high that the top was 

barely visible. Perhaps that wasn’t even the top. The stairwell went up and then bent back 

on itself in an octagon pattern. (7)  Smiling, Sufi patted Euclid on the back. “Let’s do it!” 

Sufi placed a foot on the first stair but a rumble stopped her. She froze. All the kids froze. 

Small spikes shot out of the left side of the wall. They came out in equal spacing from each 

piece of the wall’s surface but only went out a short distance. They partially blocked the 

steps. The implication was clear: get too many wrong and the spikes would pierce right 

through them and pin them to the right side of the wall.  

 

The kids didn’t move. “What did we do wrong?” Euclid asked though no one answered. 

The only sound was that of a frog. Sufi took her foot slowly off the first step. Her eyes 

watched the silver spikes for any movement out of the wall. There was none. “OK, we did 

something wrong and instead of holes in the floor, we get spikes from the walls. I think it’s 

OK to move but, to be sure, only one of us move at a time.” The frog hopped by Iso’s foot. 

He looked pained by it hopping and said, “The frog is moving, does that count?” Sufi 

sighed, “Just grab him and you can be the first one to move.”  

 

Iso reached down and grabbed the frog, placing it in his pockets. “Alright, Samuel, just 

you and me, buddy,” he said to his frog. It stuck its green-brown head out. “What do you 

mean you’re a girl?,” Iso asked. “Right, well, I said Shamuel. That’s a girl’s name.” The frog 

stuck its head back into Iso’s pocket. Iso whistled to himself as he walked over to the stairs. 

Shamuel watched as he took step after step, whistling the same song over and over. It was 

a nervous tick. As moved along the wall, he saw a sign that Euclid and Sufi had missed. It 

read “0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, …” (4)( 10) (8) He cleaned the dust off the numbers with 

his hand. “Did you see this? Is this what you did wrong?” Euclid moved over to join Iso, who 

was scratching his head again. “Shouldn’t do that,” Euclid interrupted, “or you’ll end up 

with a bald spot.”Iso looked over at him replying, “I already have a bald spot.” 

 

“We’ll end up dead if we don’t get this right,” Euclid answered, changing the subject. Sufi 

moved over slowly. As the spikes didn’t move then she walked more quickly, getting back 

to her normal pace. “Maybe we aren’t supposed to step on the steps with those numbers?” 

she suggested. “Wait,” she said, “the 0 step would be where we are standing now and 



the spikes came once I stepped on the first step.” She walked back to the stairs, careful 

not to get too close to the first step. She looked at the step and found the same pattern as 

before on the left side of the step. There was also one on the floor, the 0 step. In fact, 

every step up the stairs seemed to have the pattern on the far left side. (8) (5)  

 

“Maybe we need to make another one of those spinners and put it here on the step,” Sufi 

pointed to the spot where the pattern was on the step. (9) 

 

Euclid stepped over to see where she 

pointed. “Right, well, you think we have 

to place them according to the numbers? 

That’s six spinners. I’ll get to work 

making them.” He ran for the chamber 

and the table of rods and spheres. Iso 

joined him, happy to get out of the 

narrow hall and away from the spikes. 

 

A few minutes passed before Iso 

reappeared with a spinner in his hand. 

He gave it to Sufi with some hesitation, 

“Here. Can you wait for me to get out 

of here before you put it on the 

ground?” 

 

“Very brave of you, Iso,” she said as 

she groaned. She did wait. She could hear him as he ran back to the chamber, “I mean, it 

makes no sense that two people get spikes.” Sufi waited a moment and then took a step 

forward. She made a mental image of where the spot was on the floor. She held her 

breath, closed her eyes and placed the spinner on the floor, the 0 step. Nothing 

happened. No spinning, no spikes. Just silence. She opened her eyes. She screamed loudly. 

 

She heard Iso screaming. “Oh my, oh my! She’s dead!” Sufi laughed, “Nothing happened!” 

She listened for a response but there was none. “Guys? Guys. That was a joke. I’m fine.” 

 

“Not cool, Sufi. Not cool. I’m already going bald and stressed. Why?” 

 

“Sorry, sorry,” Sufi said to Iso. “Just bring another spinner and I will try the first step next 

and see if anything happens. She didn’t wait long before Euclid had another one built and 

Iso had run it over to her. The frog sat in his pocket peering out with big eyes. Again, Sufi 



waited for Iso to make it back to the chamber. She followed her routine, taking a breath 

with eyes closed. She placed the second spinner on the spot of the first step. Silence. She 

opened her eyes to find the spinner lying flat and the spikes staying put. She slowly 

picked up her right foot. She gently placed it down on the first step with eyes closed. The 

silence was broken by a sigh. “I’m on the first step!” she yelled back to the guys. Over the 

next few minutes, Sufi placed spinners and then her feet on the second and third steps. The 

fourth step sat there, waiting. It had a pattern on the left side, just like the other steps. Sufi 

had a spinner in her hand. The numbers were 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8. There was no 4. (10) 

 

“Guys,” Sufi yelled “do I place a spinner on the fourth step? Or skip it? But if I skip it then 

can I step on the step in order to get to the fifth one?” 

 

The guys were silent for a moment before Iso spoke, “Just skip it and put one down on the 

fifth step, then jump to that step. You can just jump over and over.” Before Sufi could 

answer Euclid spoke up, “No, no, no. Maybe for 4 to 5 but I don’t think we can jump from 

step 5 to 8. The numbers are either for your spinners or foot. It makes sense it’s for the 

spinners. Put the spinner on the fifth step if you can and then try to step on the fourth step. 

Actually, I’ll come do it, wait for me.” Sufi smiled at Euclid’s ideas and bravery. She 

answered back “I appreciate your bravery but you already lit the fluid in the box. This is 

my turn to be brave.” Before Euclid could object, Sufi kept her eyes open to focus on 

placing the next spinner on the fifth step. She reached out, careful not to touch the fourth 

step until she was ready. She dropped the spinner into place and waited, silence. Euclid 

appeared below with his eyes wide. “Looks like you’re good!” he said. Sufi stepped up to 

the fourth and then the fifth step. She smiled. “Well, I can’t reach the eighth step from 

here. Do you think I can walk at least to the seventh?” She looked back at Euclid. 

 

Euclid paused, not smiling. “I’ll try it this time,” he said. “I was brave and then you were 

brave. I think it is my turn again.” Sufi put her hand out at him. “Look, I’m already up here. 

Let’s not take chances. I think you should go back with Iso in the chamber. I’ll try the next 

step. Once I get to the eighth then we’re good. I’ll call you and we’ll all run up.” Sufi 

reached her hand out. Euclid reluctantly gave her another spinner. He turned and walked 

slowly back to the chamber without an answer. Sufi took another breath, watching his form 

disappear in the darkness of the hallway.  

 

She looked up the stairwell. Its stairs seemed to go on and on. It was a strange sight with 

spikes lining one side of the stairs. She closed her eyes again. She thought to herself, you 

can be brave and still have your eyes closed. She placed her leg out over the sixth step. 

She waited a moment, thinking, hoping. She put her foot down as gently as possible. She 

applied a little more pressure, then more. Finally, she moved up and took the seventh step 



with more speed. “OK, here goes the eighth one!” She put the spinner down with a smile. 

She felt confident. Silence made her smile even bigger. She sat on the eighth, “We’re 

good. Getting moving over here and up, guys!” 

 

Euclid left Iso behind. He was too fast for him. He sprinted up the steps, stopping on the 

seventh to pat Sufi on the back. “Nice!” He smiled and stepped past her to the eighth and 

then up the stairs. Sufi sat waiting for Iso. “Thanks for helping us out there, champ!” she 

yelled at Iso. His form slowly appeared in the hallway. She could hear Euclid bounding the 

stairs.  

 

“Owww!” Euclid froze. Iso froze. Sufi lay on her side, her head resting on the ninth step. A 

cut to her head bled more than the wound deserved. She opened her eyes and rubbed 

her head. Her fingers came back red. “No one move!” she yelled, “I’m ok but the spikes 

are further out. Stay where you are. Think about our situation and what we did wrong.” 

She yelled every sentence out of anger from the poke the spikes gave her. She heard 

Euclid repeating the sequence “0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8”. He asked “Should I come down? Are 

you OK?” 

 

“I’m OK. A little blood, no big deal.” Sufi replied. 

 

“Blood? Blood? Should I go see if there is a rag in the chamber?” asked Iso. 

 

Euclid ignored his question, returning to the next puzzle. “That is just the start of the 

sequence. It must be. It must keep going. We’re supposed to figure it out. I’m so sorry! I 

should have thought about it. There are more numbers in that sequence!”  

 

Sufi stood on her feet, shaken from the spikes in her shoulder and head. The spikes now 

crept out over half of the hall. They might have one, maybe two more mistakes at most 

and they’re done. She moved to the right side, away from the spikes. “OK. You’re high up. 

I will make the spinner and Iso will take it to you. Actually, I am much faster than Iso so he 

will make it and I will run it.” She turned to give Iso orders but he was already gone. She 

walked quickly to the chamber. She expected to find him under the table or playing with 

frogs. Instead, she found him half way done with a spinner. He looked up, “I’m so sorry 

you’re hurt. I didn’t really mean it earlier when I said only one of us should get the 

spikes..” He grimaced though Sufi put her arm around him. She smiled, “I know you didn’t.” 

She took the finished spinner from Iso and said “and I just wiped blood on your shirt. 

You’re welcome.” 

 



Euclid and Sufi did the math with attention: 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21. They worked on 

spinner after spinner until they were up to 34. After they could go to step 54 but not 55, 

which required a spinner. Steps 89, 144, and finally 233 also required spinners according 

to the sequence. They stood at the 233rd step, exhausted but realizing that they were 

near the top. Sufi yelled for Iso to start up the steps. There were no more spinners needed. 

They could see the top of the ceiling and the next number in the sequence was far more 

than that. “Come on, Iso. Move it!” Sufi yelled. She was sweaty from going up and down 

the steps. She had no idea how many she’d done but her legs shook and twitched.  

 

Iso tried to enjoy his walk. As the sweat fell in his eyes and his stomach growled, he 

became grumpy. The frog kept popping its head up and then ducking down. It too had 

grown grumpy. His feet plotted on, one after the other. Round and round the octagon he 

went. He finally reached a platform. Euclid and Sufi sat next to a giant wooden door, the 

goal of this long stairwell. It stood as a massive square like some opening to an ancient 

castle. Iso smiled, happy that his friends hadn’t gone through the door without him. “Thanks 

for waiting for me, guys!” he smiled.  

 

“We’re not waiting, Iso. We’re thinking,” said Sufi.  

 

“Thinking? Thinking about going in? We should,” said Iso, while Euclid groaned. “No, no. 

There’s another riddle, Iso. We can’t open the door.” Euclid pointed at the door. It was a 

dark and formidable barrier with thick metal straps diagonally across the frame. Words 

were etched into the door in an old style handwriting, “You are not a drop in the ocean. 

You are the entire ocean in a drop.”(6) 

 

“Uh, OK, so figure it out. You guys are good at figuring out things. Do it.” Iso said as he 

knocked on the door. He gave it a push and said “abra-cadabra” and “Door, door, show 

me now more. Happy I’ll be if you open with one slow and easy motion”. Nothing 

happened. Iso looked over at his friends, “That didn’t rhyme which is why it didn’t 

work.”(3) 

 

Euclid and Sufi shared a look of exhaustion. “We’ve been trying to figure it out, Iso. Trust 

me,” said Euclid. “I mean, that hint is motivating to think of it as a person. That we are not 

just one in a million but an entire ocean is in us. We just can’t think how that matters with 

opening a door.” The kids sat in silence for a while. Silence had an eerie feel to it in the 

tunnel.  

 

Iso couldn’t take the silence any more. He stood, grabbing the door handle. It spun in his 

hands. “Weird how this door handle spins, right?,” Iso spun the wooden handle over and 



over again. It looked like a globe that had been cut in half. Half a doorknob. Iso loved it. 

“Funny though, if you leave the bottom part pointing up then it is like a cup or something. 

If you leave it down then it’s like half a ball.” Iso spun it again, “Check it out. Cup. Half 

ball. Cup. Half ball.” 

 

“It’s what? What? A cup?” Euclid stood up. Iso said “Yeah, a cup if it’s upside down and a 

ball the other way. Half a ball, I guess. Its empty, see..” Euclid looked down at the handle. 

Iso was right. The handle was a hemisphere and empty. Euclid looked over at Sufi. Before 

he could speak to her, Sufi said “The bottle!” and just like that she sprinted down the stairs. 

Iso grimaced, “Oh come on! I just got up here!” Euclid patted Iso on the back, “Don’t worry. 

She’s coming back. I’ll wait here with you so you’re not alone.” 

  

Iso reached in his pocket. “Great but I’m not alone. I have Shamuel.” He opened his hand, 

revealing the big eyed frog. Euclid, Iso, and Shamuel waited on the platform. They 

watched the red blur that was Sufi. She could occasionally be seen at certain angles of 

the octagonal stairwell. Iso watched for her to appear when he noticed another frog at his 

feet. “What in the world?” he said as he reached down to pick up the frog.  

 

“There’s a froggie door. Check it out,” Euclid pointed to a small hole in the bottom of the 

old wooden door. A frog peered in. It quickly disappeared back behind the darkness of 

the hole after seeing Iso. (3) Euclid smiled knowingly, saying “They have been coming in 

and out since we sat down. Nice work on the cup, Iso. I didn’t even think of it.” 

 

“Yeah, sure,” said Iso. “I think of things all the time.” He paused and smiled at the frog, 

“Well, maybe I play with things all the time.” “Well, Iso,” Euclid picked up a frog also. He 

sat back down on the floor, “sometimes playing and thinking can be the same thing.”  

 

Euclid and Iso took turns holding Shamuel and watching other frogs. A random frog would 

occasionally look in and then disappear. Before they could see her, they heard Sufi’s 

footsteps coming up the long staircase. Euclid stood up in anticipation. Even though they 

could hear her and they knew how fast Sufi could run, it took a couple of minutes for her 

to reach them on the platform. They had no idea how she could have the strength and 

energy to run the stairs so many times.  

 

“Here...” huffed Sufi, “… is... the … bottle.” She couldn’t catch her breath. She gasped 

“There is... only... a drop… inside.” She handed the bottle to Euclid. He stared into the 

bottle and repeated what was on the door “the entire ocean in a drop.”  

 



The three kids stood shoulder to shoulder. Each with wide eyes. Even though Sufi did all 

the running, all three of them were breathing deeply. Euclid popped the cork out of the 

bottle top. The three kids kept their eyes focused on the opening. Euclid tipped the bottle 

over while Iso held the door handle upside down. A drop appeared at the edge of the 

glass opening. The drop fell just as fast as any object falls in gravity. Even so, it seemed to 

hesitate, at least in their eyes. The drop lingered in air for the kids as it fell with a plop 

into the base of the handle cup. As it settled in the bottom a loud click came from the 

door. Sufi gave the door a little push. As soon as it was cracked open, a wet wind came 

through the door. The three friends looked out as light hit their faces. “Wow!” someone 

said. Shamuel hopped out of Iso’s pocket. (4) 

 

 

Connection points: 

1. Story character Euclid is a grandchild of Resu, a character in Connection to the 

foundational story “The Escape from Disce”: resources available include Graphic 

Novel, Book, and respective images.  

2. Reference to the connecting story “Grandpa Herschel’s Lock”, which itself links to 

lessons on light spectrum, UV, and locks.  

 

 Connection Media:  

1. Picture of Euclid or the Tunnel OR Character Sheet of Euclid 

2. Picture of Sufi OR Character Sheet of Sufi 

3. Picture of Iso OR Character Sheet of Iso 

4. Picture of Chamber of Gami 

5. Picture of Falling Chamber Note 1 

6. Picture of the Chamber Pattern 1 

7. Picture of the Falling Chamber Note 2 

8. Picture of Spinner  

9. Video of Solar Panels using Origami Principles (also at 

https://vimeo.com/103446030) – Solar Arrays and Origami 

10.  Video on Fibonacci Sequence – Doodling in Math Spirals or NASA Connect 

Fibonacci 

 
 Connection Activity:  

1. Mapping activity – Students will draw a map of the tunnel and chamber mentioned 

in the story, considering certain requirements, and then calculate area and 

perimeter of their design. 

2. COUNT Origami curriculum – Sonobe Cube 

3. COUNT Origami curriculum – Jumping Frog 

4. COUNT Origami curriculum – Masu Box 

https://vimeo.com/103446030


5. COUNT Origami curriculum – Paper Spinner 

6. Use this NASA activity creating a crew module but let it represent the chamber that 

the kids are escaping from 

https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/news/origaBEAMi 

7. COUNT Origami curriculum – Octagon Ring 

8. Fibonacci Activity – Students learn about the Fibonacci sequence and find those 

characteristics on natural objects like fruits, flowers and human body. 

9. Can compare the pattern and COUNT Octagon with the NASA Origami and Solar 

Panels in Space, https://www.nasa.gov/jpl/news/origami-style-solar-power-

20140814 

10.  Discussion point: Does she put a spinner down? What are the numbers referring to? 

 

Connection Art: 

1. Based off the Character Sheet description of Euclid, have participants write a short 

essay on what Euclid’s life must be like OR about the first time that Sufi and Euclid 

met. See Activity: Euclid’s Life if guidance is desired 

2. Have the participants sketch what the stairwell and tunnel entrance may look like or 

write a description of how each of the three characters (Iso, Sufi, and Euclid) feel as 

they enter the new tunnel. See Activity: The Tunnel if guidance is desired 

3. Have the participants write their own poems, jingles and spells that might work in 

opening the door.  

4. Have the participants either sketch or write what is on the other side of the door. 

See Activity: The Other Side of the Door if guidance is desired 

 

Easter Eggs in the Story: 

1. Euclid is a reference to the Greek scientist and mathematician Euclid (300 BC). He is 

the author of “The Elements”, a collection of 13 books about geometrical theorems. 

He’s known as “the father of geometry”.  

2. Sufi is based off Sufism, a mystical sect of Islam, and is known in the West for such 

persons as Rumi, the poet. 

3. Resu is a reference to Escape from Disce, the foundational story for Pick-N-Learn 

4. “(±1, ±1, ±1)” are the dimensional coordinates for a cube of sides that have a 

length of 2, spread evenly 1 and 1 around the origin. Students could try to 

calculate area, volume, etc. or plot the coordinates to see what the shape looks 

like.  

5. Fibonacci sequence.  

6. This is a quote from the Sufi poet Rumi. 

 

 

 



Additional resources: 

Music: 

 Okami [Full Album] - Traditional Japanese Music: (Traditional Japanese music can 

be played while students fold the origami designs.) 

  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1N0EX6jZsfA  

Videos: 

 Robert Lang: The math and magic of origami: 

https://www.ted.com/talks/robert_lang_folds_way_new_origami  

 Science of innovation: Origami Structures 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HLVUopco1qM  

 Miura-Ori Origami Tessellation Tutorial: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nYVKU1AFao4  

 Pythagoras Theorem and Ellipses: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mi8UZOaASX8  

Articles/Websites: 

 Origami solar panel: http://www.nasa.gov/jpl/news/origami-style-solar-power-

20140814  

 From Robots To Retinas: 9 Amazing Origami Applications: 

http://www.popsci.com/article/science/robots-retinas-9-amazing-origami-

applications  

 In fashion, origami turns function into form: 

http://news.cornell.edu/stories/2015/08/fashion-origami-turns-function-form  

 Origami Club: http://en.origami-club.com/  

 About Japan (A teacher’s resource) 

http://aboutjapan.japansociety.org/origami_in_the_classroom  

 

New Mexico Standards and Benchmarks: 

Strands Standard Benchmarks 

GEOMETRY Students will understand 

geometric concepts and 

applications. 

5-8 Benchmark G.1: 

Analyze characteristics and 

properties of two- and three-

dimensional geometric shapes 

and develop mathematics 

arguments about geometric 

relationships. 

5-8 Benchmark G.4: Use 

visualization, spatial 

reasoning, and geometric 

modeling to solve problems. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1N0EX6jZsfA
https://www.ted.com/talks/robert_lang_folds_way_new_origami
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HLVUopco1qM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nYVKU1AFao4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mi8UZOaASX8
http://www.nasa.gov/jpl/news/origami-style-solar-power-20140814
http://www.nasa.gov/jpl/news/origami-style-solar-power-20140814
http://www.popsci.com/article/science/robots-retinas-9-amazing-origami-applications
http://www.popsci.com/article/science/robots-retinas-9-amazing-origami-applications
http://news.cornell.edu/stories/2015/08/fashion-origami-turns-function-form
http://en.origami-club.com/
http://aboutjapan.japansociety.org/origami_in_the_classroom


MEASUREMENT Students will understand 

measurement systems and 

applications. 

 5-8 Benchmark M.2: Apply 

appropriate techniques, tools, 

and formulas to determine 

measurements. 

Performance Standards 

6th grade 6.G.1.1 Identify, describe, and classify the properties of, and 

the relationships between, plane and solid geometric figures: 

a. measure, identify, and draw angles, perpendicular and 

parallel lines, rectangles, and triangles by using appropriate 

tools (e.g., straightedge, ruler, compass, protractor, drawing 

software) 

b. understand that the sum of angles of any triangle is 180 

degrees and the sum of the angles of any quadrilateral is 360 

degrees and use this information to solve problems 

c. visualize and draw two-dimensional views of three-

dimensional objects made from rectangular solids 

6.G.1.2 Classify angles as right, obtuse, or straight. 

6.G.1.3 Describe the properties of geometric figures that 

include regular polygons, circles, ellipses, cylinders, cones, 

spheres, and 

cubes. 

6.G.1.4 Classify polygons as regular or irregular. 

6.G.1.5 Classify triangles as scalene, isosceles, or equilateral 

and by angles (i.e., right, acute, and obtuse). 

6.G.1.6 Identify angle, line, segment, and ray and use the 

symbols for each. 

6.G.1.7 Describe the relationship between radius, diameter, 

and circumference of a circle. 

6.M.2.1 Apply various measurement techniques and tools, 

units of measure, and degrees of accuracy to find accurate 

rational 

number representations for length, liquid, weight, perimeter, 

temperature, and time. 

6.M.2.2 Select and use formulas for perimeters of squares and 

rectangles. 

6.M.2.3 Select and use strategies to estimate measurements 

including angle measure and capacity. 

6.M.2.4 Select and justify the selection of measurement tools, 

units of measure, and degrees of accuracy appropriate to the 

given 

situation. 

7th grade 7.G.1.1 Classify geometric figures as similar or congruent. 

7.G.1.2 Understand the concept of a constant (e.g., pi) and use 

the formulas for the circumference and area of a circle. 

7.G.1.3 Explain and use the Pythagorean theorem. 



7.G.1.4 Determine the radius, diameter, and circumference of 

a circle and explain their relationship. 

7.G.1.5 Use properties to classify solids including pyramids, 

cones, prisms, and cylinders. 

7.M.2.1 Apply strategies and formulas to find missing angle 

measurements in triangles and quadrilaterals. 

7.M.2.2 Select and use formulas to determine the 

circumference of circles and the area of triangles, 

parallelograms, trapezoids, and 

circles. 

7.M.2.3 Solve problems involving scale factors, ratios, and 

proportions. 

8th grade 8.G.1.1 Recognize, classify, and discuss properties of all 

geometric figures including point, line, and plane. 

8.G.1.2 Identify arc, chord, and semicircle and explain their 

attributes. 

8.G.1.3 Use the Pythagorean theorem and its converse to find 

the missing side of a right triangle and the lengths of the other 

line segments. 

8.G.4.1 Understand angle relationships formed by parallel 

lines cut by a transversal. 

8.G.4.2 Recognize and apply properties of corresponding 

parts of similar and congruent triangles and quadrilaterals. 

8.G.4.3 Represent and solve problems relating to size, shape, 

area, and volume using geometric models. 

8.G.4.4 Develop and use formulas for area, perimeter, 

circumference, and volume. 

8.G.4.5 Construct two-dimensional patterns for three-

dimensional models (e.g., cylinders, prisms, cones). 

5-8 Benchmark M.2: Apply appropriate techniques, tools, 

and formulas to determine measurements. 

Performance Standards 

8.M.2.1 Use ratios and proportions to measure hard-to-

measure objects. 

8.M.2.2 Use estimation to solve problems. 

8.M.2.3 Use proportional relationships in similar shapes to 

find missing measurements. 

8.M.2.4 Apply strategies to determine the surface area and 

volume of prisms, pyramids, and cylinders. 

8.M.2.5 Perform conversions with multiple terms between 

metric and U.S. standard measurement systems. 

8.M.2.6 Estimate volume in cubic units. 

8.M.2.7 Solve simple problems involving rates and derived 

measurements for such properties as velocity and density. 

 


